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TransCore FBS Equipment Types (57) 
For posting loads and trucks 

 

Type Name Description 

AC Auto Carrier An open trailer for carrying automobiles 

BT Flatbed, B-Train Two open flatbeds linked together in the middle, common in Canada. Similar to a Flatbed 
double. 

C Container A sealed cargo container, often used for ocean freight 

CI Container, 

Insulated 

A insulated but not refrigerated sealed cargo container, often used for ocean freight 

CR Container, 

Refrigerated 

A refrigerated sealed cargo container, often used for ocean freight 

DD Double Drop An open flatbed with a step at the front at the gooseneck and one at the back over the 

rear wheels allowing a much lower deck than a standard flatbed or a step deck 

DT Dump Trailer An open-top trailer that loads from above and unloads by tipping out the back 

F Flatbed An open flatbed, can be loaded from either side, from above or from the rear 

F2 Flatbed, Double Two open flatbeds and one dolly. Similar to a B-Train and a Maxi. 

FA Flatbed, Air-ride An open flatbed with air-ride suspension for fragile loads 

FD Flatbed or Step 

Deck 

A standard flatbed or an open flatbed trailer with a step at the front at the gooseneck 

allowing slightly lower deck than a standard flatbed  

FH Flatbed, Hotshot A short open flatbed, typically for local delivery – often has a lower deck 

FM Flatbed w/Team An open flatbed, with a team of drivers for around-the-clock movement 

FR Flatbed or Van or 
Reefer 

Freight requiring virtually any type of trailer 

FS Flatbed w/Sides An open flatbed with removable stake bed sides  

FT Flatbed w/Tarps An open flatbed with tarps to cover irregular loads for weather protection 

FZ Flatbed, HazMat A open flatbed, with permits to carry hazardous material 

HB Hopper Bottom A hopper for dry bulk or granular material that loads from above and unloads from the 
bottom 

LA Drop Deck, A double drop flatbed with a rear ramp to allow vehicles to be driven onto the bed. Trade 
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Landoll names are Landoll or MuvAll 

LB Lowboy An open flatbed with a very low deck for tall loads, often low enough to allow vehicles to 
be driven onto the bed or for traveling under lower overpasses. 

MV Moving Van A dry van for household goods, often with air-ride and blankets for wrapping 

MX Flatbed, Maxi Two open flatbeds. Typically a 48-foot and a 20-foot “pup” trailer. Similar to a Flatbed 
double and a B-train. 

NU Pneumatic A tanker for dry bulk or granular cargo (like sugar), unloads with an air blower  

OT Van, Open Top An open-top trailer can be loaded from above 

PO Power Only A tractor without a trailer, bobtail 

R Reefer A refrigerated van  

R2 Reefer, Double Two refrigerated vans 

RA Reefer, Air-ride A refrigerated van, with air-ride suspension for fragile loads 

RG Removable 

Gooseneck 

A low flatbed with a detachable front gooseneck to allow vehicles to be driven onto the 

bed. 

RL Reefer, Logistics A refrigerated van with “e-track” attachments for double decking or securing freight 

RM Reefer w/Team A refrigerated van, with a team of drivers for around-the-clock movement 

RN Reefer, Intermodal A refrigerated van transported on a rail car (trailer on flat car) 

RZ Reefer, HazMat A refrigerated van, with permits to carry hazardous material 

SD Step Deck  An open flatbed trailer with a step or drop at the front at the gooseneck allowing slightly 
lower deck than a standard flatbed  

ST Stretch Trailer A open flatbed that can telescope to accept loads of various lengths 

TA Tanker, Aluminum A tanker for liquids, usually specific to a single type of liquid unless carefully cleaned 

TN Tanker, Intermodal A tanker transported on a rail car (trailer on flat car) 

TS Tanker, Steel A tanker for liquids, usually specific to a single type of liquid unless carefully cleaned 

TT Truck & Trailer A non-articulated straight truck with the cargo box and the truck in one piece 

V Van A standard dry van, typically 45, 48 or 53 feet long 

V2 Van, Double Two standard dry vans, each typically 45 feet 

V3 Van, Triple Three dry vans. Typically three 28-foot trailers and 2 dollies.  

VA Van, Air-ride A dry van, with air-ride suspension for fragile loads 

VB Van, Roller Bed A dry van with a special rolling floor to facilitate unloading, also called “walking floor”  
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VC Van, Curtain Van with side curtains, useable as either a flatbed or a dry van, but cannot be loaded from 

overhead 

VF Van or Flatbed Useable with/as either a standard flatbed or a dry van. (For Conestoga, use VS.) 

VG Van, Lift-Gate A dry van with a lift platform at the rear to facilitate loading when away from a loading dock 

VH Van, Hotshot A short dry van, typically for local delivery – often has a short front upper deck – 5th wheel 
style 

VI Van, Insulated An insulated but not refrigerated dry van 

VL Van, Logistics A standard dry van with “e-track” attachments for double decking or securing freight 

VM Van w/Team A standard dry van, with a team of drivers for around-the-clock movement 

VN Van, Intermodal A standard dry van transported on a rail car (trailer on flat car) 

VR Van or Reefer Useable with/as either a reefer (refrigeration unit turned on) or as a dry van (reefer unit off) 

VS Van, Conestoga A dry van with a retractable cover for freight that can be loaded from either side, overhead 
or the rear. Trade names include Conestoga and Roll-Tite. 

VT Van or Flatbed 
w/Tarps 

Useable with/as either a flatbed or a dry van for freight that can be loaded on either a Van 
or Flatbed with Tarps. (For Conestoga, use VS.) 

V V Van, Vented A dry van that is vented not sealed 

VZ Van, HazMat A standard dry van, with permits to carry hazardous material 
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TransCore FBS Search Classes (11) 
For searching for loads and trucks 

 

Class Name Searches return the following posting equipment types 

V Vans, Standard V, V2, V3, VA, VC, VF, VG, VI, VL, VM, VN, VR, VS, VT, V V, FR, RN 

F Flatbeds F, F2, FA, FD, FM, FR, FS, FT, BT, MX, TT, VF, VS, VT 

R Reefers R, R2, RA, RL, RM, RN, VN,VR 

D Decks, Standard SD, DD, FD 

S Vans, Specialized V2, V3, VB, VC, VH, VI, VL, VM, VV, MV, OT  

K Decks, Specialized DD, DT, BT, FH, LA, LB, MX, RG, ST, TT 

Z Hazardous Materials FZ, RZ, VZ 

O Other AC, PO 

B Dry Bulk HB, NU 

C  Containers C, CI, CR 

T Tankers TA, TN, TS 
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Dry Van  

Reefer 
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Tanker 

 
Double Drop 

 
Flat 
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Pneumatic 

 
Single Drop 

 Landoll 

 

B-Train Flat 
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Conestoga (VS) 

 

 

Dump Trailer 
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Hopper Bottom 

 

 


